
 

 

 

 

HOLIDAYS’ HOME WORK 

CLASS IX 

SUBJECT – ENGLISH 

General Instructions: 

 English Holidays’ Homework is mainly research and project based. 
 All the work is to be done on A-4 size designer sheets and to be arranged in a folder which should be 

superscribed with your name, class and subject. 
 Evaluation will be done and the scored marks will be a part of the Internal Assessment of Half Yearly 

Examination. 
 

1. Speaking & Listening Skills Enhancement (for ASL)  - 5 Marks 
 

a) Speak an extempore on the following topics, record your voice and send the recordings as an attachment 

mentioning your name & class as file name to the email ID - holiday.homework.2022.english@gmail.com.  

The topics are -  

Digital India, Gender Discrimination, Rash Driving, Life in a Big City, Advantages of Vegetarianism, Drug Addiction 

among Teenagers, Natural Disasters, Education for Girls, Haste Makes Waste and Mobiles : A Boon or A Bane 

 

b) Practice the listening exercises by playing audios & answering the following questions.  (Available on Net)  

2. After the vacation you will be assessed for the same and a 'Listening Skills Test' will be taken and marks will be 
awarded. 

 

3. Project Work  - 10 Marks 

               Make a project on the poem - 'The Road Not Taken' by Robert Frost. 

               Instructions - 

a) On the right side mention a stanza of the poem and its interpretation and on the left. side paste or draw & 
colour the picture describing that stanza 

b) Write even the theme of the poem.  
             (Surf net for ideas.) 

4. Research Work - 5 Marks 
 

               Research about the renowned poet - Robert Frost. 

a) Write a brief description about the poet's lif 

b) Make a list of the poems written by him. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

SUBJECT- MATHEMATICS 

General Instructions:   

• Mathematics Holidays’ Homework is basically research and Project based.   

• Evaluation will be done and marks will be a part of Internal Assessment in Half yearly Examination.   

  

1. REVISION WORK-5 MARKS   

1-Revise Ch-1- Number system, Ch-2- Polynomials& Ch-3- Co-ordinate geometry in mathematics notebooks ,   

2. WRITTEN WORKS –5 MARKS  

Do 20 extra numerical from each chapter given above.( Not from NCERT book) in mathematics notebook  

  

3. PROJECT WORK (Portfolio work) -5 MARKS in A4 Size sheet.  

a) Select Topic of your PROJECT.   

b) Collect the information related to your Topic (text, pictures, tables, Graphs, Data etc.) and submit in a Folder.   

4. Practicalwork-5 MARKS   

a. To represent an irrational number on the number line.  

b. To verify the identity of sum  of square by paper cutting and pasting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

SUBJECT-PHYSICS 

 

I.   Using basic concepts of physics, Make a working model on any renewable resources of energy. Solar 

energy , Hydro energy , wave energy , Wind energy , Geothermal energy , Biogas plant , Tidal energy 

 

II       Plan to go to a place by a vehicle. Take readings of odometer and speedometer after every 5 min. till you reach 

your destination. Record these observations in tabular form; plotgraphs between distance-time and speed time. 

State whether this motion is uniform or non uniform. 

 

III.      Answer the following questions: 

1. What is the acceleration of a body moving with uniform velocity? 

2. What does the slope of a distance-time graph gives? 

3. Can displacement be zero even when distance having zero speed and a non-zero velocity? Explain. 

4. On a 60 km straight road, a bus travels the first 30 km with a uniform speed of 30 kmh-1. How fast must the bus travel 

the next 30 km so as to have average speed of 40 kmh-1 for the entire trip? 

5. A driver takes 0.20 seconds to apply the brakes. If he is driving car at a speed of 54 kmh-1 and the brakes cause a 

deceleration of 6.0 ms-2. Find the distance travelled by the car after he sees the need to put the brakes. 

6. A ball thrown vertically upwards with a speed of 19.6 ms-1 from the top of a tower returns to the earth in 6 seconds. 

Find the height of the tower. (g = 9.8 ms-2) 

7. A bullet initially moving with a velocity of 20m/s strikes a target and comes to rest after penetrating a distance of 0.01m 

in the target. Calculate the retardation produced by the target. 

8. A body moving in a straight line at 72kmph undergoes an acceleration of 4m/s2. Find its speed after 2 seconds. 

9. A car a moving at rate of 72km/h and applies brakes which provide a retardation of 5ms-2. 

a. How much time does the car takes to stop. 

b. How much distance does the car cover before coming to rest? 

c. What would be the stopping distance needed if speed of the car is doubled? 
10. A body starts from rest and moves with a uniform acceleration of 5m/s2 for 5s and then it moves with a constant 

velocity for 4s. Later it slows down and comes to rest in 5s. Draw the velocity- time graph for the motion of the 

body and answer the following questions: 

a) What is the maximum velocity attained by the body? 

b) What is the distance travelled during this period of acceleration? 

c) What is distance travelled when the body was moving with constant velocity? 

d) What is the retardation of the body while slowing down? 

e) What is the distance travelled by retarding? 

f) What is the total distance travelled? 
 



 

 

 

 

 

SUBJECT- CHEMISTRY 

General Instructions:- 

 Holiday homework will be evaluated properly and it will comprise a fixed share in internal assessment of half 

yearly examination. 

 Assignment and revision work has to be completed in fair chemistry notebook only. 

 Holiday homework will be judged on the following parameters:- 

a) Punctuality  

b) Level of research 

c) Presentation  

d) Tidiness   

 

PROJECT WORK:- 

 

1.     Make a pictionary of 50 new words related to chemistry from the chapters of     NCRT and also paste pictures 

related to the topic.  

2.     Draw a 3D chart of A3 size on any one of the topic – 

Fractional distillation, chromatography, sublimation, evaporation, inter conversion of states of matter.  

 

 

REVISION WORK:- 

 

 Revise CH-1 MATTER IN OUR SURROUNDINGS, complete intext questions and back exercise questions in 

your notebook. 

 

ASSIGNMENT 

 

Q1 Account for the following 

a)  Dogs generally hang out their tongue in summer 

b)  Smell of lighted incense stick spreads several meters away 

c)   Sponge though compressible is a solid 

Q2 Water as ice has a cooling effect where as water as steam may cause severe burns. 

Explain these observations. 

Q3 Discuss the effect of increasing temperature and pressure on the liquid state of a substance. Are these effects 

similar? If not assign reasons. 

Q4 5ml of water was taken in a test tube and china dish separately. These samples were then kept under different 

conditions as below 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Both the samples are kept under a fan  

Both the samples are kept inside a cupboard 

a)    State in which case evaporation will be faster? give reasons  

b)    How will the rate of evaporation change if above activity is carried out on a rainy day? Justify 

 Q5 Explain how will you separate Ammonium chloride and common salt using sublimation  

 Q6 Write an activity to prove that liquids of different densities diffuse at different states. 

 Q7 All of us are familiar with LPG cooking gas cylinder used at home 

a)    What is the full form of L.P.G? 

b)    What is it composed of? 

c)     In what form gas is stored? What are the factors responsible for it? 

d)    What is the change observed when regulator is opened? Why? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

SUBJECT: BIOLOGY 

General Instructions: 

 Question no.1 is to be done in your Biology notebooks. 

 Use A-4 Size sheets to prepre your project file . 

 Prepare a project report explaining the aim , principles and working of your model  

 Evaluation will be part of your Internal Assessment in Half-Yearly Examination. 

WRITTEN WORK : 5 Marks 

Write answers of these questons in your Biology notebooks:                                  

1. What are cell organelles? Name them.   

2. Write the functions of SER and RER respectively.  

3. What is membrane biogenesis?  

4. Name the types of plastids. Where are they found in plant cell? 

5. Why is mitochondria called the power house of the cell?  

6. Name the cell organelle which detoxifies many poisons and drugs.  

7. Name the cell organelle which is involved in the formation of Lysosomes.  

8. Write the functions of vacuoles.  

9. What is osmoregulation? How is it done in unicellular organisms?  

10. Draw a plant cell and animal cell. (coloured and labeled). 

PROJECT WORK: 5+5 MARKS 

1.  Prepare a prject file on A4 size sheets on the topic Communicable diseases.(mention any 5 communicable diseases 

and present all the information about each dissease including pictures, diagramatic illustrations, causative agents 

mode of transmission, symptomes and preventive measures.). write bibliography/refrences at last of the project wor 

2. Prepare a 3D model and a project report on any one of the following topics:              

a) Animal cell 

b) Plant cell 

c) Neurone  

d) Smooth, cardiac and striated muscles. 

e) Xylem and phloem 

f) Mitochondria  

g) Endoplasmic reticulum  

h) Nucleus  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

SUBJECT- SOCIAL SCIENCE 

General Instructions: 

 Do all the homework in a separate notebook for Geography and Economics. 

 Do History Homework in an assignment file 

 Write neatly and in good handwriting. 

 Do Map-work in the Map-book only. 

 

1. Make a separate Map-book on a practical notebook (one-side plain, one-side ruled). Paste Maps on the 

plain side and write details about the map on right side (paste at least 10 blank political, 10 physical maps 

of India and 05 political maps of World). 

On the first map of the Map-book, mark all the States and Union Territories along with their Capitals. 

2. Collect information about Silk Route. Also find out the new developments, which are improving 

communication routes in the regions of high altitudes. 

3. On an outline map of India, mark and label the following: 

 Rivers- Ganga, Satluj, Damodar, Krishna, Narmada, Tapi, Mahanadi, Brahmaputra, Kaveri and 

Godavari. 

 Lakes- Chilika, Sambhar, Wular, Pulicat and Kolleru. 

4. Prepare a report on all Five-Year Plans of Indian Government. Write in details about the area of focus 

of each plan. 

5. Read Chapter-3 Drainage and Chapter-4 Climate of Geography. Prepare a question bank of these 

chapters with at least 20 questions from each. 

6. Read Chapter-2 People as Resource and Chapter-3 Poverty as a Challenge of Economics. Prepare a 

question bank of these chapters with at least 20 questions from each. 

7. Read Chapter-1 What is Democracy and Why Democracy? and Chapter-2 Constitutional Design of 

Civics. Prepare a question bank of these chapters with at least 20 questions from each. 

8. Learn Chapter-1 French Revolution of History. 

9. Mark the following countries on World Map in the map book only- 

 Allied powers: France, England, Russia and USA. 

 Axis powers: Germany, Austria-Hungary, Turkey (Ottoman Empire). 

10. PROJECT WORK- Every student has to compulsorily undertake ONE PROJECT ON DISASTER 

MANAGEMENT. 

Steps for the Project Work would be: 

 Introduction of Disaster Management. 

 Need/ Objectives of the study. 

 Detailed explanation of the topic/ collection of data (pictures, figures and facts). 

 Sources of data collection. 

 Project Summary. 

 Bibliography. 

 Number of Pages should be a minimum of 15 pages. 

 If possible, various forms of art may be integrated in the project work. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


